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MEDIATOR INFORMATION 
 
 

DANG VIET ANH (MR.) 

 

 
Managing Partner – ANHISA LAW FIRM 

Mediator of Vietnam Mediation Centre (VMC) 

 
Unit 501, 5th Floor, PETRLAND TOWER, 

12 Tan Trao, District 7, Ho Chi Minh City 

 +84 28 5416 5873 
 

 
+84 28 5416 5874 

 
ANH@anhisa.com 

 

Fields of expertise: Dispute Resolution, Trade in Goods and Services, Real Estate and 

Construction, Maritime, Insurance and Re-insurance, Intellectual Property, Projects and 

Energy, Corporate and M&A and International Trade. 

 
Foreign language: English 

 Native language: Vietnamese 

Experience 

Viet Anh has more than 21 years acting as a lawyer and barrister and one of a few Vietnamese 

lawyers who have practiced in both European and Asia countries. He has: 

- Been named as leading lawyers of Vietnam for more than five years as from 2014 and 

recommended by many clients and lawyers around the world; 

- Been introduced as a very responsive and cost efficient; 

- Successfully resolved hundreds of disputes arising from contracts or claims in-tort, real 

estate and construction, maritime, insurance, employment, intellectual property, franchise, 

personal injury, projects and energy, corporate and M&A, oil and gas, sale and purchase, 

carriage of goods by sea, land, air as well as many other issues. 

- Attended the CEDR trainings and accredited to be professional mediator and the 

professional mediation trainer (TOT course); 

- Trained lawyers and mediators on basic and advance mediation skills; 

- Been appointed as a trainer on mediation training courses held by the Vietnam Mediation 

Center; 
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Other information 

Viet Anh is a successful IP Attorney before practicing in the Dispute Resolution and Shipping teams 

and obtaining expertise on arbitration and litigations.  

He has acted as counsel and barrister for many global corporates like Microsoft, Pfizer, Alibaba, 

BMW or shipping companies, shipyards and P&I Clubs like American P&I Club, UK P&I Club, Gard, 

Steamship, North of England and so on, international and local banks like UOB, HSBC, Standard 

Chartered Bank, OCBC, Citibank, Nord/LB, Bank of Scotland, Commonwealth. 

After more than 21 years of experience, Viet Anh has developed his mediation skills and helped 

parties to seek amicable solutions for their disputes through negotiation and mediation rather 

than fighting through litigation. 

 


